Vice-President Administration Campaign Platform

Hello, my name is Dylan Sperrer and I will be running for the next VP Admin position. I am the current Lounge commissioner and would like to take on more responsibility. I may be running unopposed, but that doesn’t mean I don’t have a plan. I’ve spent hours around the lounge sitting and talking to almost everyone. When someone asks me a question, I try my best to answer, when someone provides feedback for improving the lounge, I listen. I want to improve as much as I can while also living up to the standards set by previous VP Admin. (On a side note: I will need a replacement Lounge Commissioner. If you’re interested, go for it.)

I plan to uphold the current responsibilities of VP Admin while making minor improvements to the office and maintain the lounge. In the SESS Policy Manual under Section 8, there is a list of responsibilities that I will uphold. For those who have not read it, the Manual dictates that I must act as secretary for the office, provide minutes for meetings, coordinate a variety of tasks, and oversee the Website Commissioner, Information Technology Commissioner, Lounge Commissioner, and the Student Newspaper Commissioner. I’ve shown myself to be a competent Lounge Commissioner and I am exited to take on more responsibility within the SESS.